
The 27th International Workshop On Vertex Detectors
BULLETIN

We are going to organize  27th International Workshop on Vertex Detectors
(VERTEX2018) that will be held at MGM Beach Resort, MuttuKadu, Chennai,

TamilNadu, India, October 2126, 2017

  

  Meeting Venue

  Postal address                 MGM Beach Resort
                                                  MuttuKadu
                                                  Chennai
                                                  603112 , TamilNadu
                                                  India
                                                   
  Contact                               Dr. Prafulla Kumar Behera 
  Telephone                            +918939568933
  Emails                                            vertex2018@iitm.ac.in
                                                              vertex2018@wmail.iitm.ac.in
                                               
                                                  

Registration
 

1.The registration fee include: Coffee-break, Lunch and Dinner from Monday to Friday(No Dinner), All social
activities and the transportation  from/to Madras Airport (MAS) / MGM Beach Resort.

2.Registration will start on Sunday 21  st    October  from  5 p.m.  at the MGM Beach Resort.   

3.The registration fee is US$ 480.00 and has to be paid in the following bank account,

mailto:vertex2018@iitm.ac.in


In favour of CCE IIT  Madras 
SBI, IIT Madras Branch, a/c: 36401111110

Swift Code: SBININBB453 
IFSC Code: SBIN0001055

Please write your name and vertex 2018 as reference. Once you transfer, please send us proof of transfer. Any 
special request to be sent to "vertex2018@iitm.ac.in". 

In any case if bank transfer can not be done,  Registration fees can be given at the site registration desk, only CASH     will be 
accepted.

Please inform us  in the  workshop email address about    accompanying  person   is coming with the registered person. 
Regarding this an extra amount  of US$ 300 has to be paid  in CASH at the Registration Desk.
 
 
Hotel Booking 

1. All participants will be accommodated in hotel MGM Beach Resort.
2.  We would like to be communicated for hotel accommodation upto 25  th    September.  

3. The hotel charges are following.

MGM Beach Resort Double Room Double Room Suit Villas

Price Per Night Single Occupancy 
(7500 INR)

Double Occupancy 
(9600 INR)

Family
(10,000 INR)

4. For cancellation of attending workshop, or cancellation of hotel accommodation will not be entertained after 30  th      
September unless authorized academic or medical issue.

Proceedings

Oral talks and poster sessions are foreseen. Conference proceedings of accepted  contributions will be 
published in Proceedings of Science, the open access online journal  organized by SISSA.

Transport

Bus/Cab will be connected from/to the Madras International Airport(MAS) to/from the MGM Beach 
Resort.

Sunday 21st  : A fixed bus time will be arranged depending upon the participants arrival and the time will be 
managed to converge as such that maximum number of participant can transported to the hotel with minimum 
uncertainty in time. We will avoid any kind of biasness unless emergency. The meeting point will be outside of 
gate of luggage lobby.   There will assistant person waiting for you at the outside of luggage lobby. 

Friday 26th : Meeting point is hotel reception and from there people will be transported to airport depending upon 
the time schedule. 
 
Secretariat

Vertex2018 workshop scientific secretariate


